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Purpose and Audience

When the first edition of Judaica Reference
Sources appeared under a slightly different
title, Jewish Reference Sources, its compilers commented:
"The proliferation of Jewish Studies programs on many college and university
campuses and a renewed interest and
concern about Jews and Judaism on the
part of the general public and the Jewish
community ... highlight the need for a
Jewish reference work to provide guidance for students and researchers to
Judaica resources ....
This reference
guide to current basic monographs and
reference materials thus has become a
necessity" (Cutter, 1982, p. xi).
During the decade separating the publication of the two editions, academic and
popular interest in Judaic topics continued
to grow, a trend that was paralleled by a
continued and amplified flow of publications. Indeed, Judaica Librarianship (JL)whose first issue appeared in 1983-is a
reflection of that trend, and Judaica Reference Sources draws upon the compilers'
regular column in this journal ("Recommended Judaica Reference Works") for its
citations. Charles Cutter, Head of the Judaica Department at the Brandeis University Libraries, and Micha Falk Oppenheim,
Head of Bibliographic Control at the Library
of the Jewish Theological Seminary of
America, are obviously eminently qualified
to produce the bibliography under review.
Who is the target audience of Judaica Reference Sources? According to the compilers, "The guide is intended to assist
scholars, students, librarians and laymen
in their search for information. Librarians in
synagogue, Jewish center, public, college
and university libraries, will also find this
bibliography useful in developing col-
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lections in Judaica-related subject areas"
(p. 15). For reference and acquisitions
librarians, the utility of this work-and of
the earlier edition and the JL columns on
which the present edition is basedshould be clear. Indeed, its significance to
the profession was recognized when the
two compilers were deservedly granted the
1993 Association of Jewish Libraries Bibliography Award. [See acceptance speech
in the Reference Department of this
issue.-Ed.]
Scope and Arrangement

The present work, which includes 888
entries (the 1982 edition included 371
entries), primarily covers publications
issued from 1975 to 1992, though some
"earlier works which have not been superseded, or which are still basic to the discipline" are also included (p. 15). The range
of subjects covered has also expanded,
reflecting both the greater array of publications that have come out since 1982 and
the compilers' inclusion of bibliographical
essays, along with books. The inclusion of
bibliographical essays is meant "to supplement and bring up-to-date a portion of the
materials" contained in Shlomo Shunami's
Bibliography of Jewish Bibliographies (2nd
edition, 1965) and its Supplement (1975)
(p. 15). In this respect, Judaica Reference
Sources helps to fill a significant bibliographical void.
Both editions are divided into two main
sections: General Reference and Subject
Reference. In addition to the expected bibliographies, encyclopedias, and indexes,
several new categories appear within the
first section of the 1993 edition. Among
them are Computer Software Programs,
Dissertations, Filmography, and Travel
Guides. The arrangement of chapter headings in the Subject Reference section has
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changed from alphabetical, in the 1982
edition, to classified, in the present work.
The number of subjects included has also
grown considerably. One entirely new
chapter, for example, covers The Hebrew
Book, Judaica Libraries, and Librarianship
(Chapter 14, pp. 55-67). That chapter, in
turn, is subdivided into five sections (The
Hebrew Manuscript, The Hebrew Book,
The Cairo Genizah, Judaica Libraries,
Archives) and additional subsections.
Among other newly covered subjects are
Aging, Cookery, Family, Folklore and Legends, and Jewish-Christian Relations.
Suggested Enhancements

A third edition of Judaica Reference
Sources is doubtless in the works. One
hopes that the compilers will correct the
typographical errors that have crept into
the text.1 The author and title indexes could
also bear improvement. Thought should be
given to combining them into a single unified sequence, with typographical devices
(e.g., boldfacing, italicizing) used to distinguish between authors and titles. Also, all
significant proper names that appear within
bibliographical entries should be indexed.2
Finally, a modest level of subject indexing
would be desirable, since the number of
subjects covered has so expanded that the
table of contents alone consumes seven
pages.
At the conclusion of their Preface, Cutter
and Oppenheim note that readers' suggestions for materials that should be included
in or deleted from future editions will be
welcome. In that spirit, I would like to propose two addenda:
(1) Chapter 9, Section B (Encyclopedias: Judaica
Encyclopedias).
Evreiskaia entsiklopediia. Reprint edition. Moscow: Terra, 1991. 16 vols. ISBN

,
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5-85255-057-4. First published in St.
Petersburg (1908-1913), this Russianlanguage Jewish encyclopedia is es~ecially valuable for its coverage of Jew1~h
communities in pre-World War I Russia
and Austria-Hungary.

(2) Chapter 14, Section B (The Hebrew Book, Judaica Libraries, and
Librarianship: The Hebrew Book). Hill,
Brad Sabin. Incunabula, Hebraica &
Judaica: Five Centuries of Hebraica and
Judaica, Rare Bibles, and Hebrew lncunables from the Jacob M. Lowy Collection. Ottawa: National Library of
Canada, 1981. ISBN 0-660-50933-4.
This fine exhibition catalog for an outstanding collection of rare Hebraica
notably includes descriptions of numerous incunabula.
These suggestions are not meant to detract from the compilers' considerable
achievement. Rather, they are relayed in
the hope that the next edition will surpass
the award-winning results of the current
one. Meanwhile, Judaica Reference
Sources is a most welcome addition to the
libraries whose collections its citations are
intended to enrich.

Notes

(3) Similarly, the YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research, co-publisher of the Joint Documentary Projects Bibliographiqa/ Series for which
Yad Vashem is assigned main entry (no. 529),
has no index locator pointing to that citation,
only to the one instance where YIVO is assigned
main entry (no. 225).

1. Examples include:
No. 84. Hessel [not Hessell],. Carolyn Starman.
The Jewish Materials Resource Guide for
Families and Havurot ....
No .. 424. Pilarczyk, Krzysztof [not Krysztof].
Przewodnik po Bibliografiach
Polskich
Judaik6w.
. . . Krakow: Uniwersytet
Jagielloriski, Mi(Jdzywydzialowy Zaklad [not
f'v:tiedzywydziazowyZakyad] Historii i Ku/tury
Zyd6w w Po/see, 1992.
No. 879. Fuks, Marian. Prasa i:ydowska w
[not Praza Zydowska
w
Warszawie
Warszaie], 1823-1939.
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This work is the first comprehensive study of
anti-Judaism in feminist religious writings. It
provides a critical evaluation of how Judaism
has been depicted in major U.S. American
and West German feminist theologies,
including the writings of Rosemary Radford
Ruether, Carol Christ and Elisabeth
Moltmann-Wendel. Applying Foucault's
categories regarding discursive practice, the
author demonstrates that feminist theologians portray Judaism negatively in
comparison to Christianity and paganism
(antithesis), identify it as the source of
patriarchy (scapegoat), and render it
invisible as a religious alternative after the
rise of Christianity (prologue).The book calls
on feminist theologians to create a teaching
of respect to combat the pervasive tradition
of Christian anti-Judaism.
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(first pub. 1919) is
widely accepted as the greatest work in
Jewish philosophy and religious thought
since Maimonides' Guideto thePerplexed.It
is at once a Jewish book and a philosophical
one: Jewish because it takes its material from
the literary tradition that extends from the
Bible to the rabbis to the great medieval
philosophers; philosophical because it
studies that material in order to construct a
worldview that is rational in the broadest
sense of the term. A new introduction by
Kenneth R. Seeskin situates Cohen' s
masterwork in the history of modem
philosophical and religious thought.
Code: 01 02 07
570 pages
Paper: $34.95

ISBN: 0-7885-0102-X

Pursuant to, and made possible by, his 37volume Talmudof Babylonia:An Academic
Commentary(also published by Scholars Press),
the CompleteOutlineprovides the first
systematic outline of the Talmud of Babylonia in
its entirety. On the basis of this outline, scholars
will now be able, among other tasks, to identify
the types of compositions the Bavli's framers
used, the context in which these types were
deployed and for what purposes. The exhaustive
evidence apparent in this outline substantiates
the author's contention that the Bavli
throughout speaks in a single, uniform voice,
and that that voice is unique in the context of
Rabbinic compilations of late antiquity. Against
received opinion, as articulated by Adin
Steinsaltz and Robert Goldenberg for example,
the Outlinedemonstrates that the Bavli is
organized, purposeful, and systematic.
Eight volumes.
Call or write for a complete list.
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